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SOFTWARE EVOLUTION - TRACK INTRODUCTION
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The production of software is a labor intensive activity, especially in the field of High Energy Phy
where the complexity of current and future experiments require large software projects.

For most of the scientists and engineers involved in software production, the business is s
or engineering, not computing. As software scope continues to grow so does the feeling th
development and maintenance are out of control. The situation is made even worse by a l
software engineers and from an uneven software culture. Better organization and control of so
production are clearly needed in order to face the challenge of developing new software for the
and of maintaining software for previous experiments.

To be able to control the production of software it is essential to improve (a) the knowledge o
PEOPLE involved, (b) the organization and improvement of the software development PROCES
(c) the TECHNOLOGY used in the various aspects of this activity. The goals are better syste
lower cost, and of better quality.

The process is the set of orderly actions to be performed to produce the software througho
life cycle. The quality of a process can be measured in terms of maturity against a recog
framework. A reference framework is the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) proposed by the Softw
Engineering Institute (SEI). This model consists of five levels and the most difficult step is to m
from level 1 to level 2 because of all the management procedures and activities that have to be
place. As an organization moves up the maturity levels, management visibility on the software p
improves, estimates become more accurate, schedules are met more precisely and the time req
produce a software system shortens. This progression in maturity levels is also called Software P
Improvement (SPI).
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Except for level 1 (where all organizations start), each maturity level is decomposed into se
Key Process Areas (KPA) that indicate the actions an organization should focus on to impro
software process and reach the corresponding level. The Software Evolution track uses the leve
file rouge. Every lecture teaches one level 2 KPAs:

• User Requirements by G.Kellner (CERN IPT Group)

• Project Management and Tracking by A.Aimar (CERN IPT Group)

• Configuration Management by B.Jacobsen (UC Berkeley) and D.Johnson (Univ. Color

• Quality through Software Metrics by A.Khodabandeh (CERN IPT Group)

The track also contains one lecture on documentation, an important aspect of sof
engineering too often overlooked:

• Software Documentation by A.Aimar (CERN IPT Group)

Two case studies illustrate the adequacy of the presented concepts to our environm
showing how they have been put into practice in HEP experiments:

• BaBar Case Study by B.Jacobsen (UC Berkeley)

• OPAL Online - A Case Study by K.Ackerstaff (CERN OPAL)

The track consists of 8 hours of lectures, 11 hours of exercises and wrap-up, and 4 hours o
studies.
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